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Minding the Moats 
 

"The key to investing is not assessing how much an industry is going to 
affect society, or how much it will grow, but rather determining the 
competitive advantage of any given company and, above all, the 
durability of that advantage. The products or services that have wide, 
sustainable moats around them are the ones that deliver rewards to 
investors." 

Warren Buffet 

An important part of being a successful investor is discipline. Investment styles and 
trends go in and out of favour on a regular basis so in order to avoid chasing what was 
successful yesterday, it is important to maintain a structured investment process that 
will keep an investor focused throughout the volatility that comes with economic and 
market cycles. Within the PCS Investment Strategy Group we maintain a strong 
investment discipline, refined over a number of market cycles. When we look at 
individual equities from a “bottom-up” (stock-specific, microeconomic analysis) 
approach, one of our core disciplines is to seek out companies with strong “economic 
moats”.  

Coining of the term economic moat is typically attributed to Warren Buffet. He makes 
an analogy between the water forming a protective ring around medieval castles and a 
sustainable competitive advantage doing the same for a business. From an investment 
perspective, the concept is that economic moats allow companies to generate 
sustainable, long term returns in excess of competitors and thus making them superior 
investments.  

There are typically five sources of economic moats that we look to identify in 
perspective investments: 

1. Cost Advantage 

2. Intangible Assets 

3. Network Effect 

4. Switching Costs 

5. Efficient Scale 
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Cost Advantage: Companies that can produce goods or services at a cheaper cost can 
undercut their rivals on price or sell at a higher profit margin. Economies of scale are a 
common driver, with an example of this in our portfolios being Cott Corporation (BCB-
T), which provides water and coffee to homes and businesses. Cott’s significant scale in 
these operations helps them operate at a lower fixed cost base than smaller 
competitors and gives them a moat in these operations. Another scale based cost 
advantage is access to low-cost financing seen in the banking sector. The large scale of 
RBC (RY-T), TD (TD-T) and Bank of Nova Scotia (BNS-T) gives them access to significant 
levels of low cost financing through retail deposits and funding from the Bank of 
Canada. Outside of scale, cost advantage can also be obtained through access to low-
cost resources. Nutrien Ltd. (NTR-T) is a firm with this advantage. The company is one 
of the largest retailers of fertilizer in the world but also supplies much of its own raw 
materials from low-cost potash mines in Saskatchewan that are among the most 
efficient in the world. Nutrien’s access to this low cost source gives them a sustainable 
advantage over rivals who buy their feedstocks on the open market.  

Intangible Assets: Intangible assets include a variety of sources such as brands, patents 
or regulations that create higher barriers to entry and/or allow firms to earn higher 
profit margins. When looking at firms with intangible assets it is important to 
distinguish between those which give a sustainable competitive advantage and ones 
that do not. For example patents are a form of intangible asset, particularly in the 
pharmaceuticals industry, but only longer term patents with significant protection will 
provide a true advantage. In the consumer space, brands are a key intangible asset that 
create an economic moat. A brand that gives a true competitive advantage can be seen 
in the company’s financial performance typically giving a company higher pricing 
power and stronger client retention. In Canada, companies like Loblaws (L-T), 
Canadian Tire (CTC.A-T) and Canada Goose (GOOS-T) are good examples of companies 
with strong intangible assets. 

Network Effect: Network effect is where the value of a good or service increases as 
more customers use it. Marketplace companies such as EBAY (EBAY-US) and Amazon 
(AMZN-US) are examples of this, where when more sellers join the network, more 
buyers join due to increased choice, which then brings more sellers and so on. This can 
also be applied to software providers such as Microsoft (MSFT-US) where wide spread 
adoption of platforms such as Microsoft Office brings in more users as it becomes a 
standardized product. Apple (AAPL-US) is another, which joins hardware, software and 
services into one broad ecosystem. When analyzing network effects one important 
distinction to make is the difference between networks that are monetized and those 
that aren’t. This can be seen in a firm like Snap (SNAP-US) which has a strong network 
effect but suffers due to struggles in effectively monetizing its platform. 

Switching Costs: Switching costs are inconveniences, monetary or otherwise, a 
customer experiences when switching from one product to another. These costs 
enable companies to benefit from high client retention and pricing power, driving 
superior performance. These costs are apparent in a number of industries but the 
technology sector is a particular standout. In Canada, Kinaxis (KXS-T) and OpenText 
(OTEX-T) are good examples. Once these companies’ clients commit to their data 
system management tools, the costs in time and money to switch to a rival can be 
daunting. This drives strong customer retention and pricing power.  
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Efficient Scale: Companies which serve customers and markets that require very high 
capital investments and do not lend themselves to competition benefit from efficient 
scale. A prime example can be seen in Canadian Pacific Railway (CP-T) and Canadian 
National Railway (CNR-T). These two railroads act as a duopoly and their businesses 
are shielded from new industry entrants due to the massive, multi-decade investment 
in the respective networks and entrenched relationship with customers. Other 
examples are utility-type industries like pipelines, Enbridge Inc. (ENB-T), TransCanada 
Corp. (TRP-T) or power producers, Algonquin Power (AQN-T), Fortis Inc. (FTS-T). In 
many cases these businesses will have monopolies in the markets they operate in. With 
monopolies often comes higher regulation that restricts how much the company can 
charge the customer but the upside is that tolls or rates are profitable and predictable, 
with the ability to maintain them for extended (often unlimited) periods of time.   

To conclude, the strongest moats are those that combine multiple sources. RBC (RY-T) 
is probably the best example we have in Canada. The company has a cost advantage 
through cheap financing, one of the strongest brands in banking (intangible assets), 
and high switching costs for its mortgage and loan customers. These advantages 
translate into industry-leading margins and free cash flow, which have driven superior 
returns for investors for many years.   

In the table below, we detail some of our top Canadian and US holdings in our Guided 
Portfolios that have two or more moat sources. 

 

Company Ticker Cost Intangible Network Switching Efficient

Advantage Assets Effect Costs Scale

Consumer Discretionary

  Home Depot HD-US  

  Quebecor QBR.A-T  

  McDonalds MCD-US  

Consumer Staples

  Alimentation Couche Tard ATD.B-T  

Energy

  Enbridge ENB-T  

  TransCanada TRP-T  

Financials

  Blackrock BLK-US  

  JP Morgan JPM-US   

  Manulife Financial MFC-T   

  RBC RBC-T   

Healthcare

  United Health UNH-US  

Industrials

  CP Railway CP-T  

Materials

  Nutrien NTR-T  

Technology

  Apple Inc AAPL-US   

  Microsoft MSFT-US   

  Visa V-US   

Telecom

  Telus T-T  

  Rogers Communications RCI.B-T  

Utilities

  Algonquin Power AQN-T  

  Fortis FTS-T  
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Important Investor Disclosures 

Complete disclosures for companies covered by Raymond James can be viewed at: https://www.rjcapitalmarkets.com/Disclosures/Index.  

This newsletter is prepared by the Private Client Services team (PCS) of Raymond James Ltd. (RJL) for distribution to RJL’s retail clients. It is not a 
product of the Research Department of RJL. 

All opinions and recommendations reflect the judgement of the author at this date and are subject to change. The author’s recommendations may 
be based on technical analysis and may or may not take into account information contained in fundamental research reports published by RJL or its 
affiliates. Information is from sources believed to be reliable but accuracy cannot be guaranteed. It is for informational purposes only. It is not 
meant to provide legal or tax advice; as each situation is different, individuals should seek advice based on their circumstances. Nor is it an offer to 
sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any securities. It is intended for distribution only in those jurisdictions where RJL is registered. RJL, its 
officers, directors, agents, employees and families may from time to time hold long or short positions in the securities mentioned herein and may 
engage in transactions contrary to the conclusions in this newsletter. RJL may perform investment banking or other services for, or solicit 
investment banking business from, any company mentioned in this newsletter. Securities offered through Raymond James Ltd., Member-Canadian 
Investor Protection Fund. Financial planning and insurance offered through Raymond James Financial Planning Ltd., not a Member-Canadian 
Investor Protection Fund.  

Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual funds. Please read the prospectus before 
investing. Mutual funds are not guaranteed, their values change frequently and past performance may not be repeated.  The results presented 
should not and cannot be viewed as an indicator of future performance. Individual results will vary and transaction costs relating to investing in 
these stocks will affect overall performance. 

Information regarding High, Medium, and Low risk securities is available from your Financial Advisor. 

RJL is a member of Canadian Investor Protection Fund. ©2018 Raymond James Ltd. 
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